PhDnet Agenda 2023

The newly elected members of the Steering Group represent all doctoral researchers (DRs) in the Max Planck Society. We are working closely together with the General Administration of the MPS and other collaboration partners and we have three main goals for 2023:

1. **Better onboarding and structural support for doctoral researchers**
   - Ensure incoming DRs have clear information about contract duration, possibility of extension, holidays and salary before they accept job offers.
   - Introduce DRs to PhDnet support structures and work groups as soon as they join their respective institutes.
   - Implement Thesis Advisory Committees (TAC) project
   - Improve support to new DRs regarding registration in universities, visa paperwork, registration, ethical committees and health insurance.

2. **Binding contract guidelines**
   - Written *binding* guidelines for initial contract duration and minimum contract extension
   - 1-year extension (3+1) should be made available for all doctoral researchers who have not completed the thesis.
   - We encourage the tracking of working hours (Zeiterfassung) as established by European court. Additionally, DRs should be compensated for overtime – if not financially, with extra holiday days.
   - Social benefits equivalent to those received by employees on TVöD contracts (inflation adjustments, inflation payments and leave days).

3. **Political work**
   - Take active stand on all aspects of WissZeitVG debates and during this process expand potential political collaboration partners.
   - Publish the analysis of the 2022 survey, as well as design the harmonized N2 2023 survey.
   - Protect identified victims of power abuse cases within the MPS and act as one of the first response groups to potentially new cases.